Equipe „wall“, multi-optional
The cleaning trolley for maximum flexibility

Application area
- objects with variable demands on cleaning
- due to the flexibility of the Equipe wall, multi-optional, it can be adapted for almost any object

17 setting-positions bid a maximum flexibility by charging the trolley with 5, 15 or 35 l boxes. Combine new versions, over and over, according to the material required for transport. At the same time, the Equipe „wall“, multi-optional” bids all benefits, which you are used to the Equipe trolley system, for example optional covering panels or a combination with couplers for waste- and floor cleaning modules. Create your Equipe „wall“, multi-optional trolley according to your requirements.

Customer Benefits
- Maximum flexibility - combine boxes 5l/15l/35l new, over and over
- Compatibility – Equipe „wall“, multi-optional can be combined with the full range of the Equipe accessories
- Individuality – With the help of the configurator, the Equipe „wall“, multi-optional, can be assorted to your needs